THE SMART GPS COLLAR
FOR CATS

HOW IT WORKS
This cat collar is one-of-a-kind. It uses a GPS signal and continually
collects data to pinpoint and keep track of your cat’s position, updates you
on your cat’s activities and communicates via the GSM mobile network.
At regular intervals the KADDZ collar updates the data on the server and
locates little tiger’s latest position, should he be on the move. KADDZ
uses the same technology as mobile telephones and complies with all
mobile standards. The patented clasp ensures extra safety, no matter
what situation your free-spirited kitty may land in. The safety break opens
automatically when tugged at with 2 kg of force.

FEATURES
KADDZ has the following features:
•P
 atented 360° safety clasp, which opens at a tensile force of 2 kg.
•T
 he collar incl. battery weighs less than 50 grams.
•T
 he battery lasts up to 4 days, depending on the reception quality, the
application and the selected mode. Easy battery changing without the
need to remove the collar!
•K
 ADDZ comes equipped with an accelerometer, two light sensors, an
LED and a buzzer for sending acoustic signals.

INCLUDES
•1
 reflective KADDZ collar with 360° safety clasp
•2
 batteries
•1
 recharger + 1 USB cable
•O
 perating instructions
We offer a warranty of 12 months from the date of purchase. Any defects
arising from the material and functionality will be corrected at no
additional charge. This does not include batteries and damage caused by
improper handling or use. Opening or attempting to open the collar voids
the warranty.

SMARTPHONE APP & ACCESS VIA
YOUR WEB BROWSER
With the free KADDZ app for smartphones or your web browser you always
know your cat’s whereabouts. Normal mode shows you a map with kitty’s
location a few minutes ago.
The distinguishing features of the app and browser interface are:
• Y ou can see when your runaway cat is in a dark place (such as the cellar).
• Y ou are automatically notified when your cat is spending a longer time in
a strange building or basement.
• Y ou know whenever your cat has left or entered the house.
• Y ou will receive a message if your cat leaves its normal area (such as
your own garden).
• Y ou can narrow down the search area.
•S
 earch mode.
When search mode is activated, the GPS collar sends data to the server
every 30 seconds, allowing you to pinpoint your cat’s exact location on your
smartphone or over the Internet. You can also activate the built-in LED or
buzzer to make your furry friend easier to find. We only recommend using
search mode when it’s necessary since it uses up more of the battery.

SUBSCRIPTION

C/O Attrackting AG

Our subscription with a fixed prepaid rate keeps costs under control. There
is no activation fee and there are no hidden charges. All applicable fees are
included in the mobile subscription. There is also no minimum contract
term or cancellation period. You can stop or pause the subscription at
any time. However, please note that we cannot refund payments made in
advance.
After receiving your KADDZ collar simply activate it. You have the right
to cancel your order within 14 days after receiving the collar without any
obligation to specify the reason. Within this period we will also fully refund
the subscription fee.
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